Class Champion Selection Rules
In order to select a champion for each class fairly and precisely, it is important that we set up some
rules to award our students credit points for their attendance, punctuality, class activities, carrying
out homework, behaviour at school and awarded certificates for outstanding work carried out as
follows. The student who collects more points by the end of each term will be announced as a
champion who will be awarded a certificate and a present in addition to placing his/her picture on
our school honour board and the school website.

1. Students to be awarded four points for each school day attendance (+4).
2. They should be awarded two points for each missing school day with permission for the
school office (+2).
3. Two points (+2) are awarded to the student who gains an award certificate for
outstanding performance.
4. Any delay in attending the school in the morning results in losing two points (-2).
5. Failure in getting into the classroom after breaks and before the door is closed by the
teacher leads to losing one point (-1).
6. Any unacceptable behaviour at the school (inside or outside the classroom) results in
missing one point (-1).
7. Any unacceptable behaviour which forces the teacher to refer any student to the office
to be interviewed and warned by the headteacher or deputy headteacher which will
cause him/her loose two points (-2).
8. Repeated bad behaviour that results in the office writing to the parents to resolve the
student’s misbehaviour means a loss of three points (-3).
9. Any complete missing homework should result in losing two points (-2).
10. Partially missed homework will result in losing one points (-1).
All teachers are advised to employ the above rules very carefully and fairly because this will strongly
reflect on our student’s discipline and behaviour including respecting their teachers and lessons.
Any misbehaviour must not be tolerated and an action has to be taken to stop it on the other hand
any outstanding performance should be awarded to encourage high standards of discipline at the
school which leads to enhance achievement.
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